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I. Introduction 
The interaction processes at high energies and large transfer 

momenta are тегу important ia studying the strong Interaction dynamics 
and elementary particle structure. At present) a regular method for 
describing these processes is perturbation theory that is applicable 
owing to the property of asymptotic freedom of quantum chromodynaalcs 
/l 2/ 
'*•'" . However, the Inclusion of a composite structure of hadrons 
results in a representation in which only a part corresponding to the 
scattering of escaped constituents from a bound state Is calculated 
by perturbation theory . In the total expression for the cross 
section, this part is Integrated In the product with the ware 
functions of a bound state, the determination of which is beyond the 
scope of perturbation theory. In quantum field theory, those functions 
describing transformation of a physical particle into constituents 
imply the dependence on the total momentum variable defined by the 
interaction dynamics. In general, this dependence can be taken into 
account by the perturbation theory method ia the coupling oonstant 
proposed in ref. . H o w e T e x , in the case of deep inelastic pro
cesses the problem is solved by choosing a reference frame. For 
this purpose, the system of "infinite momentum" Pj-* oo is usually 
used . In such an approach all physical quantities are expressed 
through the ware functions of a composite particle storing with 
infinite momentum. 

In the present paper, a deep Inelastic process is studied when 
a composite partlole is at rest; as a result, the corresponding 
cross section is expressed through usual, from the point of riew of 
nonrelatlristlo quantum mechanics, ware functions. A new rersion of 
expanding structure functions orer a series in the coupling constant, 
each term in It possessing a spectral property due to a correct 
inclusion of a conservation law of energy in any order of perturbation 
theory, is suggested. The performed analysis shows that in the rest 
frame of a bound state ( P = О ) an impulse approximation is in
sufficient for a correct description of the elastic limit аСв̂ . ~* 1 

in contrast with the system (\ -» oo . Io obtain leading terms in the 
asymptoilo region xaj->- 4 , one should take into account the 
interaction of components in the final state. The relevant diagrams 
are pointed out, whose calculations ia the OCD model are in agreement 
with the earlier obtained results, e.g. 6 . 

I 
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2. Perturbation Iheory 

bet us consider the deep inelastic scattering of an electron on 
a hadron. The cross section of such a process is defined by the 
tensor 

|*v = -^T v" X € Xf' 4, u = ̂ _ 
291 

CD 

where IP> is the eigenstate of the total Hamiltonian И i corres
ponding to a hadron with four-momentum, normalized by the condition 
<P|Q>=(?aif2P°o*IJ,CP"-S') x ) { J h(x) is the electromagnetic current 
in the Belsenberg representation. For definiteness we assuna that at 
the zero moment of time the Helsenberg pictures and interactions 
coinolde 

Jb(x) = J^x) if x°=0 
If the dressed current jL(x) is expanded отег the interaction г constant 

we obtain one of the possible versions of perturbation theory for 
structure functions of deep Inelastic scattering. *n the aero order 
we hare the known expression with free currents 

Ы и = -1.^хехр(Пх)<Ри^)1{о)1Р> , О) 
23L • 

which expounds the main drawback of perturbation theory (2) - it 
lost such an important property of structure functions as spectrallty 
connected with a correct inclusion of the energy conservation law in 
constructing the deep inelastic scattering cross seotion, Indeed» 
one may verify that in the zero approximation (3) W p v 4 О 
below the reaction threshold CP+q)*-H*" , 0Ce^. = -ql/2P 0, > i 
It is clear that no total set of states \НУ between ourrents in 
(З) will lead to theT-function with respect to energy in the 
expression 

' In what follows» to denote aowenta of eigenvectors of the 
total and free Hamiltonian, we shall use capital and small letters, 
respectively. 
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since 1Р> Is the elgenstate of the total Banlltonlan И and the 
time translations of current Уц lx) are defined by the free Hamllto-
nlan. Since the rlolation of the speotral property is known to imply 
distortion of the behaviour of structure functions in the Ticinity 
of Xej -> 4 t representation O ) becomes useless for studying this 
region. To restore the spectral property» in (з) one uses the parton 
picture In which the following two moments are Important: transition 
to the system Pj -̂  oo and assumption of a limited transverse motion 
of quarks in a. hadron, In this case) of importance are the projection 
properties of the wave function of a bound state with respect to a 
longitudinal fraction of the momentum of composites which ооour only 
In the system {^-*oo • since our consideration proceeds in the 
re3t frame of a composite, one should have a perturbation theory In 
which the spectral property is conserved in each expansion term. 

We rewrite the tensor W „ v in the form 

%-- ^etp(-vqx)<F]J(i(;,o)S(P0^0-H)Jvto)IP> ( 5 ) 

A symbolic notation of the 5~ function with the operator 
argument is interpreted by the change in (5) 

л 
where \Ny is the total set of eigenstates of the Haalltonlan H • 
Since both the currents in (5) are free, the construction of pertur
bation theory is reduced to the expansion of the J -function in the 
ooupling constant. For this purpose we use the representation 

the definition of the T matrix operator 
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and the unitarlty condition * 

Vh) - TU) - 2m t(i)F!3-H0
>)Tb). ( 6 ) 

then, after simple calculations we get 

Ц,у a ^ J x e*p(-if-5)<P| JHtS,o){l+ b-vttJ-Tto} • 

. 5U-H0)\ I + t2-H0n f r]"1 T(z)f Jvlo) |P> -

<7> 

Using the total set of bare states t<̂ > ( i.e. eigenstates of 
the Hamiitonlan Ho ) and integrating over rfx, we have 

where 

and P(r,) is the total i-momentum of states |n^ . 
We propose a perturbation theory for the functions W ^ v that 

1зл based on the expansion In the coupling constant of the operator 
ТЧг) in relations (7) and (8). Then, the presence in (8) of the 

four-dimensional 5 -function in any order of the suggested ver
sion of perturbation theory provides the above mentioned spectral 
property. 

3. Impulse approximation and threshold behaviour 
Represent a bound state \p> as the Fock column with the 

components Ф- (?„••• P ) t o b e called below the n-partiole wave 
functions 

•r) 

'Provided that bound states exist In the theory, the right-hand 
side of the unltarlty condition (6) has an additional term 2su Za^-Ho)* 
lf^>5 (i-E^^>l (l-Mo) • Moreover, in one of the schemes of 

quark confinement just this becomes essential, 'i'hese problems will be 
Cisoussed elsewhere. 
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и* S 
bet ua write down (в) In the impulse approximation corresponding to 

v Щя^<^\^Ф<^1^^ w . (9) 

where 

The quantity 9р(£д) defined by the formula 

П * 
(10) 

makes It probable that the i-th component of hadron В has momentum 
in the interval "j?t , p* + o!^ whereas the square of the effeottve 
mass of al l the constituents Is in the interval A, <A+сЦ. 
the following normalization condition being fulfilled 

We rewrite formula (9) in a more oompact form 

where the Q p(jO function cf the four-dimensional argument p = (%,$) 
i s related with the distribution (10) as follows 

5he quantity 9РЛ*>) 1» the probability for the total four-
-aomentum of al l the constituents but the i-th one to be in the inter-i 
та! Pi pt dip in a hadron with momentum J? 

S 



3В » Jbi 2^ ?ti «y 

Ф А .«ww- M • < 1 г ) 

То avoid a complex dependence of the ware functions on the hadron 
•omentum P , arising due to the interaction dynamics, we shall 
consider only the special reference frames P= 0 and Рг -» «о . *e 
шаке rough estimates of expression (l*) that lead to a standard par-
ton picture of interaction. In the system P = О , without loss of 
generality one can direct the "2 axis along the vector cf (Ц2-\й\Л 
then the ST -function in (ll) becomes 

5((Р^-Р)г-т(
г) = SCW*- W - У - M|. P% ^ - 4 ) * 

W w 
"bere M « . ^ ( M l = М Ч » - | « 1 | 3 М * У - 1 | У Я Г . 
3Sie neglect of the third term in the % -function argument corres
ponds to the parton model. Since the rejected term Щ(Щр'*т]~рг)/)^г 

has the order of smallffless <:M*>/y , the parton model means taking 
the limit \)-»oo and the structure tensor acquires the form 

(13) 

Integration in (13) over the angular variables of vector p, 
on which r£ (p) does not depend, leads to the following expression 

О «а «г 

WHV = A Z W W 9v<p..pl><V - (I*) 
Analogous oaloulstions for the system 
lead to the known parton distribution over the longitudinal 
fractions of momenta 

Р г - » о о (q+<0, 3j. = o ) 

TT •ote that 4-»=-Щ± =r i s the Vaohtman variable / 7 / 
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where 

§ > > - W № x * 9 V X ^ - (i6) 

It Is to be noted that aocordlng to the representation (12) ̂ g" (p) 
Is the function of two arguments P°, |?| and in the system Рг-»оо 
depends on three arguments p +,pl 2 and P 1 lnrarlant with respect 
to rotations In the plane perpendicular to the % axis. Approximate 
representations (13) and (1?) corresponding to the well-known picture, 
hare been obtained by neglecting small components (of an order aO*' /V ) 
in the S -function argument (ll). To elucidate how good is the 
approximation, a more accurate analysis is necessary with the oonser-
ration of the integration limits orer the rarlables "P*A* and P z 

following from the exact J-function In (11) / 7 ' 8 / . 
Using the representation (13) one can Investigate the behaviour 

of the struoture functions near the exclusive threshold J -» О . It 
is easily seen that it Is defined by the asymptotic behs.vlour of the 
wave functions of a hadron at rest in the region of larj.e momenta of 
all constituents ( Pf <. M | ). Analogously, In the system P^-tbo 
the elastic limit of the structure funotlons is defined, according 
to (16), by the behaviour of the ware fmictions of the light front 
at y-» 1 

The asymptotic analysis of equations for n-partiole wave 
functions of bound states in the OCD /*» 6' 

,ln> 

л("'г* - . 4 г. Л(гп-1)+|л>1 

( bX is the difference between heliolty of a bound state and that 
of an active quark) shows that the Impulse approximation provides 
different results depending on a referenoe frame. Indeed, the forma
lism with hadrons at rest gives a fall at f-»0 v\Jz - fsn-6 
sharper than the generally accepted one v W 2 г g2n-3*.2l&ftl 
that is In agreement with the consequence of the Impulse approximation 
In the referenoe frame Р г -»<*> . It is the case when the eero order in 
perturbation theory does not provide a oorrect description of the 
regularity under oonslderatlon; therefore, one should take into aooount 
the subsequent terms of expansion/Г (? ) in (в). Vote that a similar 
situation takes place while analysing the asymptotic behaviour of the 
elastic form faotor of the composite system 
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The aeplitude of the deep inelastic process (8) has the same field-
theoretical expression as the form factor Fp , thus being its 
inelastic analog. The reliable \л1г= {P+<(f- ©? plays the role of a 
final state mass, in essential difference from the elastic form 
factor is in that the final state expands in a standard way in powers 
of the coupling constant 

\&-{l +lQ°-H0̂ T4(<3f)}|h> 
and has the aero free limit as the Уоок state. I B the formalism 
the leading asymptotics of the structure functions with respect to 
1 - X B | and of the form factor with respect to transfer momentum 
is defined in the impulse approximation, i.e. in the zero order in 
perturbation theory. HoweTer, in our approach P = 0 , as it will he 
seen from a further consideration» the leading asymptotica with res
pect to 4-Xfc^ manifests itself in the next to гего order of 
perturbation theory, in analogous situation is ohserred in analysing 
the representation for the elastio form factor written with the help 
of the ware functions of hadrons at rest. In this oase, one should al
so take aocount of the subsequent orders of perturbation theory */ 
in the coupling constant for the boost operator defining the final 
state 1GO with arbitrary momentum Q. through the state of the 
composite system |<5)> at rest. 

"eyeball show that the leading asymptotios at f ->Q in the 
system P = 0 corresponds to diagrams of the type of Jfig.l 
and the results of calculations are in agreement with the Impulse 
approximation in the system f̂  -* oo , T0T a oualitatire explanation 

Я 

— Л _ . о-, ^ — E M m s U\_/ ' \ ?-v i3U ' _A P-

Pt 

Рг W \ -ГГ .* 

P h ~ - ^ ^ _ ^ 

n.g.1 
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of the afore-said we should like to note that part of any 
diagram (of the type of Fig.2) to the left from the photon vertex 
corresponds to the scattering of constituents with total momentum 
5f . In the limit lcf| -* 00 (this Is the region under Investigation) 
the nuclei corresponding to these diagrams are defined by perturba
tion theory in the system of "infinite momentum" with the 2 axis 
directed along the rector 0, . ?hls is the reason for cross sections 
at {-» 0 to deorease more slowly due to a specific in Pj -* 00 
cancellation of large terms in the energy denominators. 

In the reference frame P-0 one should also allow for the 
diagrams describing the photon production of pairs from racuum 
(Fig.2). The calculations show that they glTe the same contribution 
as the diagrams of Fig.I. since the calculation of diagrams In Fig.2 
encounters no additional difficulties, we shall investigate only the 
diagrams of Fig.l. 

let us oonsider the case of a meson with two valent constitu
ents. Using the second order expansion in coupling constant of 
from representation (в) we hare 

%=S^(^)fr«i<MilJH{e){t2-He*LerHiyip.Pt> , ( 1 7 ) 

In the QCD the connected diagrams corresponding to (17) are shown In 
Pig.3. ® < © 

t 

1 

1 U. S v v I 
I 

К *—\ 1 7 - ^ : 0 . 1 ^ I -AV hO 
I 

*ig.3 2. 

Using the representation (8) one can formulate the diagram 
technique > according to whioh each dashed line between the 
interaction vertices is associated with the energy denominator 

' (18) 
r* where K( is momentum ascribed to the line intersected by the 
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dahsed line. In the region under investigation iq| -t «*> 
due to an explicit form of (is) one Becomes aware of the аЪоте 
cancellation of large terms as it occurs in the diagram technique ̂ -»«e 

М-щ» - 1<П * и2/Щ\ > 

Z>|^~(tfNE^)new>. 
Identioal change of the energy denominators (18) owing to the 
condition C\-TJtt 

D= M*q-~ZLKf , 

where K t • 
oellation of large terms ~ I (J I . I n this notation it is easy to 
compare the contributions to "J) of different momenta: momenta with 
large constituents in the direction of q* Kfl/lfl -» °° giro 
contribution K^-»0 » and the small IK^I^-Wi correspond to 
Kt"*~* Yn, . For large momenta in the opposite to ^ 
direotion fctC)/lq|-»-oo , we hare Kt" -» oo • 

According to the afore-said, the energy denominators of 
diagram A bare the form 

The four-dimensional J-f «motion in (8) at 9-0 can aiso be 
represented in variables p+ , p- and p"x 

-*Vi-ZiO- siiKJK£-h*)№i-ib-). (19) 

Hence, it is seen that at h | -*°° , | - О } P,", K~~o(g) 
and к," •vOC",^ft) .i.e. 

Ь^-iC , V2*-*i 

Analogously* for diagram В we hare 

VMj-icf-jr-fV* , *D2= MJ-K,—«Г-

(20) 
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Howerer, la contrast with diagram A the energy denominator 
3),--£,~~0(1/§) , since & = -1С • therefore, the contribution of 
diagram В to the asyaptotlos of structure functions as f-»0 Is 
suppressed. Each Inner line denoting the propagation of a particle 
with mass W and three-dimensional momentum к is associated 
with the faotor {l^ к'+щ1, )" • Bien, for the wary line corresponding 
to a massless gluon with momentum К this faotor In the asymptotic 
region ¥ -» о оап Ъе changed by the following expression! 

2 ^ = 2|рД|Ф (f.fikb1. ( a ) 

—* 
where we hare taken Into account the llmitednese of momentum (г _,., 
(which la connected with a rapid decrease of the ware function %({h) 
at |Q -» **> ) and the condition 

РГ +РГ = М | -
The inclusion of a spin results In the appearance In each Inner 

line of additional fmotors t£*ht and (&s?l*)for partlolas with spin 
1/2 and 1| respectirely. ^he gluon projection operator ^ S ( ,U) depends 
on the gauge condition fixed In a corarlant way 

<*tal*) s - » * e -
The external lege and rertloea are taken into account in a 

standard way as, for Instance, in the Feynman diagram technique. 
Thus, with (2o) and (21) included, ф н вал be written as 

followed {( *• ~\ 

% -- «.-«Чир ̂ ооуй^ФуйА)^? i\. j WA>, ( i 2 ) 

where ^-- /vweui^l^ i f ,ЪЛ+ч , C^ZTA 
4* ' r * * • "* 

According to the representation (в) and (19), for the tensor W p y 
we hare 

with Pi1 = 4 ; . Due to the presenoe of the suppression faoter (f,*)' 
In (22), In the scale invariant limit (leading asymptotios la V'1 ) 
the У -functions la (23) are ohanged by ** 

^Hetalning the exaot 5~- functions we could obtain an expression In whioh the dependence on w l rtjlt&lmg scaling would be taken Into aooount. 
11 



Ю»е corresponding approximation for Mp glres 

Then, (23) becomes 

wM=ls^te,M^V ^ Я л дсижЫч№ло.«йаь ( г 5 ) 

«here dj Is moving coupling constant and 

V = QUO V * *V <А*"м)1Г5»Х U M *lrfr») «Vfe-"!,")»* W • 
After Integrating отег (A?,dpj~ In (25) In the leading In V order, 
we get * 

(27) 

where 

Thus, from (26) using the standard definition of the structure 
fuaotions, we hare 

The asymptotic expression (27) obtained Is In agreement with the 
oaloulation of impulse approximation la the field theory on the null 
place with an accuracy up to the constant ooeffiolent . "ow we 
shall consider the case of a barren with three valence oonstituents. 
Though the oaloulation is performedby analogy with the two-particle 
oase, this example exposes some speoifio features typical of only 
many-particle composite systems. Consider the diagrams „of ?ig.4 
corresponding to the fourth order terms of expansion T(? ) 
Tor H 1. = oJ4'o',,4'G£f1). this is a minimal order in which oonneoted 
diagrams arise that desoribe the three-диагк Interaction In the 
final state. (Three- and four-gluon rertioee are not considered here). 

Analogously to (24) the four-dimensional §"- function in (e) 
in the scale lnrarlent limit у*°° is substituted by 

м $ (28) 
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Among the energy denominators D t of diagrams A and В 1в Fig. 4» 
only Ъ" and J ) B differ from each other 

' £i 1-
I I 

ti-^i—I—J—t 
I 1 1 I > I 

1»* T>3 Ъ Ъ Flg.4
 D^ ^ Ъ> Р' 

x>" = M^°- P I °- *,•-&• -p / - <-«,** к*ч--гл^-иг-ь--"••*-«*". 

which, byrlrtue of (28), in the limit V->c» and J-О transform 
into 

p.N-e; , т>з в«-(р г^р 30-о(т^м). 

jTote that i - diagram 0?ig.+ )is suppressed oy the energy denomina
tor only as I -»0 since in the regime P, -»•» apart from lq|-*°<s> 
an additional condition (Л+РИРЛ'М! -« °° should be satisfied. 
All the rest of t>i In the limit $ -»О like "Dj* turn out to he 
finite quantities dependent only on momenta of the ware funotion of 
a hadron at rest. Hierefore,one may think that the contribution from 
diagram of ?ig. 4B is suppressed in comparison with *A; howerer, in 
the case of spinor guarke the decreasing contribution of Ъ -diagram 
owing to the energy denominator 3>j is ooapensated by the increasing 
as ?-*o projeetlon operator i^-ии • *oreoyer, in our oase Just 
this diagram corresponds to the leading aeymptotics of etruoture 
functions. Such a cancellation takes place in the field theory of null 
plane and the contribution from a fermlon morlag backward is taken 
into account by an instanteneous propagator part 5 + / k / usually 
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denoted by the Tertlcal spinor line ' 2 ' 1 0 ' . in the leading in 
order for the tensor Wpy the contribution froa diagrams of 
Fig.4A and В has the following form 

®CA)5* ( f c t * j ) J s ( / ^ d i s . d e ,„ dL55- -V-' 
cl, ; i s the gluon projeotion operator. 

.tote that the first denominator in corresponds to the 
prjiuot ^iDjDjDi, and the last denominator originates froa the 
mump1 lers ( к," kf )~1 corresponding to the glaon l ines. Яве 
la-1 r.uitiplier Wf?v has the square energy denominator "D/ apart 
fr-ча i.-<i к"У' . In УИу fttm, ~р,*У" and ki *и<, - к^ ?" axe talcen 
Into account. It follows froa (28) that p^ , p - < Ш 
the-store, in the leading in \ order we hare 

Л u _ < r* 
In Vpv we hare taken into aocount that & = ~ * з and therefore 
Kj-M ~ 4j* S* - Kj* If + • In the diagonal gauge d^v = -fyrv by rirtueof 

Qf~)l = С5 ч ) г = 0 w e a e T e V£/~0 ' *••• a s f-»° * o e l e a d l n e 
contribution i s froa diagram of Fig.iB. 

V£ = (tf fc' tf) UWiVr 5VU00® U(0У 5 Г гг"1/fO • (7(b) Jfj У" ГР Wi»). 

Thus, for the tensor WH„ we get 
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The rersion of perturbation theory for the structure functions 
of deep i n e l a s t i c process ( l ) suggested In t h i s paper can success
f u l l y he applied In the case of an arbitrary number of const i tuents . 
As a result» the invest igated physical character i s t i c s are written In 
terms of the ware functions of a bound state at res t that hare a 
d e a r e r physical Meaning than in the system ^ - . 0 0 . O f special 
in teres t such a formallan should be for studying composite systems 
(for Instance, of nuole l ) whose ware funotions in the rest system 
have already been studied i n other processes . 

Acknowledgements. The authors are deeply Indebted to V.A.liatieev 
and A.N.TaTkhelldze for in teres t i s t h i s work and valuable remarks • 
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Хведелидэе A.M., Квинихидзе А.Н., Сисакян А.Н. Е2-87-543 
Глубоконеупругое рассеяние в цЮрмализме с волновыми 
функциями покоящихся составных систем 

Глубоконеупругий процесс лептон-адронного рассеяния изучается в системе 
покоя связанного состояния. Предлагается новый вариант разложения структур
ных функций по константе взаимодействия, каждый член которого обладает свой
ством спектральности. Показано, что в системе покоя составной частицы им
пульсное приближение недостаточно для корректного описания упругого предела' 
x 3j » 1, в отличие от системы ?г - «. Для получения ведущей асимптотики 
структурных функций при x Bj •* J необходим учет взаимодействия составляющих 
в конечном состоянии. На примере связанного состояния двух и трех частиц 
указаны соответствующие диаграммы, расчет которых в модели КХД находится 
в согласии с результатами,полученными в формализме ?г - -. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИПИ. 
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Khvedelidze A.M., Kvlnlkhldze A.N., Sissakian A.N. Ег-87-5^3 
Deep Inelastic Scattering In the Formalism with 
the Wave Functions of Composite Systems at Rest 

A deep inelastic process of lepton-hadron scattering is studied In the 
bound-state rest frame. A new version of expansion of structure functions 
over an interaction constant is proposed, each term In It having spectral 
properties. It is shown that the impulse approximation is Insufficient for 
a correct description of the elastic limit in the composite particle rest 
frame In contrast with the system P z •» ~. The leading asymptotlcs of the 
structure functions as XJJ -» 1 can be obtained by allowing for the interac
tion of constituents In a final state. Using as an example a bound state 
of two and three particles it is shown that the results of calculations of 
the relevant diagrams In the Q.CD model are in agreement with those obtained 
in the formalism Рг * =>. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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